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Summary: Cost the project valuable time
GENERAL NOTES.
[By our Adelaide Correspondent.]
Adelaide, November 28.
<clip> The Northern end of the Overland Telegraph line bids fair to be a source of great trouble and
expense. The Government received via Sourbaya and Galle a telegram from Mr. Patterson, reporting
that whilst travelling from the Catherine to the Roper he sustained a serious loss of stock. He asks for
immediate reinforcements to be sent to the Roper, and a steamer and sailing vessel will start with all
speed with necessary stock, waggons, and supplies. Mr. Todd will proceed with the steamer, so that
no exertion, we are sure, will be spared to get the line done as early as possible. It is feared, however,
that these serious interruptions will make it impossible for the line to be completed in time. The ex
Treasurer, Captain Hart, is distinctly chargeable for this last delay. Had Mr. Patterson's party been
allowed to go to the Roper as Mr. Todd wanted them to go, and as Mr. Patterson wished to go, the
party might have been well on with the work by this time. As it is, Captain Hart having insisted on the
party going to Port Darwin much valuable time has been lost in transport, and one expedition seems
now to have been seriously crippled by loss of stock. It is a pity that one man — and he the head of
the Government — should have pursued a policy, which to a great extent will be chargeable with the
failure to complete the work in time, and will perhaps involve the colony in serious loss. Had carte
blanche been given to Mr. Todd to carry out the work he would have done it far more satisfactorily
and at far less cost than it can be finished for now. Captain Hart, however, meddled in the
arrangement, and he has most undoubtedly muddled them. <clip>

